The use of modified version of PSO had declared the optimum solutions and act as remedy incase of particle stagnation. Traditional PSO lost its identity due to impact and strength of MPSO. Recent literatures show how modified particle swarm had achieved its name and fame over its parental algorithm called as PSO by optimizing. In this paper we exploit its advantage over image enhancement for improving image contents. This makes handy for visualizing the information from enhanced images. Work deal with use of parameterized transformation and objective function for local/global information and entropy/edge information respectively by modified PSO. Quality of Image is controlled by scaling factor and helps us in situation like gamut. Enhancement is wide study and we had attempted to use MPSO for this field. Results clearly visualize the effect of color image enhancement and gray scale level enhancement.
INTRODUCTION
The word enhancement signifies the upgrade or boosting up of respective subject. In case the subject had been the image file then it termed as image enhancement. Image enhancement is a vital technique in image processing by which clear view of needed information is brought out source image file. These enhancement methods are divided into two categories:
Frequency Domain Method. Whenever we are dealing with pixels of image for image enhancement then it is termed as spatial domain technique. In other word we do fourier transform of certain image is computed and then inverse fourier transform to get suited results. Such operations are dealt in order to get brightness, contrast or distribution at gray scales. In image processing, histogram transformation is regarded as fundamental process for contrast enhancement of gray level images [2] . This process is likely used for high level operation ie. Detection identification.
The word pseudo coloring plays a vital role in "color" to gray scale image based on color mapping [1] . Thus many times histogram is employed by many transformation functions to get contrast enhancement. Defining it in other words we say this process maximizes the information content of source image. Many evolutionary algorithms have been recently employed for image enhancement [3] [4] [5] [6] [19] . True image enhancement must specify clear characteristics', color sensitivity and models of color. Various studies have been done on color enhancement. Bright literature enlightens the way of using various genetic algorithms for color image enhancement and its gray scale conversion [7] . This paper involves the use of modified particle swarm optimization (MPSO) for color image enhancement and gray level image contrast enhancement. For color image enhancement, parameters are optimized by MPSO like edge and entropy. Here scaling factor α is calculated form intensity and color images which are enhanced. Sometime pixel come across gamut problem during scaling, this problem is solved by considering HIS color space [8] . Rest of the paper is organized as follows:
In section 2 color image and gray level enhancement and its evolution criteria is discussed. In section 3 methodology of MPSO is discussed made. At last section 4 puts us to conclusion.
Color Image Enhancement & Gray Scale Level Enhancement (CIE & GLE) and Evolution Criteria.
Transformation plays a vital role in image enhancement technique. Transformation takes the intensity value of every pixel form input image and liberates fresh intensity value for respective pixel. This process enhances the quality of images.
To control the quality of enhanced images/evaluation of enhanced images we use evaluation function.
Functions used for enhancement.
Pixel by pixel manipulation is dealt by using transformation functions. This function generates new intensity value for every pixel. 
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Here is histogram function of HE.
Local enhancement method uses novel transformation on pixel considering intensity distribution among its neighborhood pixel [9] . Its main example is adaptive histogram equalization [1] . Its gives best results when dealt with medical images. Various approaches have been made by modified histogram equalization with variable enhancement [10] . Function proposed had an advantage of taking both local and global information for image enhancement. Local information is liberated from user defined window of size (n X n). Transformation is defined as:
Here  a, c are parameters.
 m(i, j) is local mean of input image over (n X n) window.
 K(i j) is enhancement function take both local and global information into account.
 k, b are parameters.
 D is global mean and defined as (6)
 is local deviation of input image over (n X n) window (7) Thus the transformation function changes to: (8) Above transformation tells us that contrast of image is being stretched considering local mean as center of stretch. Here four parameters a, b, c and k gives high variation in processing of image [18] .
Evaluation criteria
In evaluation of quality of enhanced image, objective function is required. Literature speaks of many objective functions [11] [12] [13] . Objective function comprises of summation of edge intensity, value of entropy and edge pixels. Its is common sense that enhanced image shows higher intensity of edges and number of edges than original image [14] . This information is insufficient for testing purposes, so we use entropy value which gives content information of images. 
Where (11) Here is probability of occurrence of intensity value of image.
MPSO Algorithm

Methodology
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is population based, self adaptive and stochastic optimization technique. It was developed by Kennedy and Eberhart [15] , based social behavior of collection animals. It is search technique that traces its evolution to emergent motion of group of birds searching for food. PSO has been trendy used to find optimum results in order to minimize the cost function. In multidimensional space where the optional solution is sought, each particle in swarm is moved toward optimal point by adding a velocity with its position. Velocity here is governed by set of rules that control the dynamic s of swarm. When PSO is applied one should consider limitation on representation of initial population, position, velocity and fitness strategies. Traditional PSO consist of few step  Generation of particles  Fitness examination  Position and velocity update 
Termination criterion determination
Firstly intensity image is constructed from colored image with help of I (intensity) component form HIS color space [16] . Parameterized transformation function in equation (8) is used which incorporate global and local information of original image. This transformation function is applied on each pixel of original image taking parameter value from each particle, it generates a new modified intensity value for every pixel. Then quality is measured by objective function (9) . Fitness value is generated by all particles is calculated, gBest and pBest is Particle which is best among the group is said as gBest. Updating equation of velocity and position for MPSO is given as: (13) Where i=1,2….. and d=1,2…….
W is inertial weight is acceleration constants Pulls every particle towards pBest and gBest positions. These constants are set to value 2.0 because high values results abrupt movement toward or past target region and low values results particles to move freely far from target region before being tugged back.
Suitable selection of inertial weight gives us balance between global and local exploration. It is represented as:
This values of inertial weights showed great performance when they were linearly decreased, modified equation comes out to be:
In a color image three components R, G and B are modified this results change in hue of the color vector which is needed. For preserving this hue we make each component with same scale. Scaling factor defined as ration of intensity value of original image and enhanced image. There is a case called gamut, in which RGB value does not lie in range of [0-255], this case is solved by calling HIS color Space [16] . Methodology of Modified PSO is clearly illustrated in flow chart, Figure 1 [20].
Parameter Setting
MPSO is totally dependent on parameters like inertial weight. Max and min value of inertial weight are set as 0 and 2. It is so, process when start with maximum inertial value and gradually reduces to minimum. Thus inertial weight is big and explores large area in solution space, but inertial component become small as time passes and it exploit better results in solution space. 
